
Evolution in general is the hierarchial succession of
organizational levels of higher and rank emerging from
each other. The succession of organizational levels is not
harmonious. The new level is the negation of the matrix
level. That is why the negating and negated factors natu-
rally are not in harmony. This disharmony of the levels is
the primary controlling factor of evolution.

The emergence of the different organizational levels is
a result of Nature`s self-creativity. Each new, higher orga-
nizational level is determined by the immediately underly-
ing (“matrix”) level and is the result of reconciliation of
the development at the matrix level. The new, higher level
develops on the matrix level as a newly emerging self-pro-
tecting system, preserving the basic structure of the matrix
in a transformed manner. The former matrices are present
both internally and externally (environmentally). The for-
mula of the organizational level-structure of progressive
evolution is the following:

A→(A' + AB)→(A'' + AB' + ABC) etc.

where A is the hypothetical infinitely primitive organiza-
tional level, B, C etc. are the index criteria of successive
higher and higher evolving levels.

Side by side to the newly entering organizational level
indices (B, C etc.), though in a modified form, the struc-
tural elements of the former levels are also present. They
are functioning as the historical inertia of the system. This
phenomenon is called evolutionary hysteresis. The idea of
using the term “hysteresis” for evolutionary processes
originates from my colleague E. DUDICH, and I wish to
thank him for this.

Hysteresis is a term borrowed from the physics. As a
general sense, “hysteresis” means the phenomenon, when
during a process certain quantity is lagging behind in
reaching the value that would be expected but for certain
hidden retarding effects.

The more radical is the evolution, the less is the
extent of hysteresis, i.e. the faster is the progression
toward the higher rank. If the elimination is large-scale
the system itself is capable of rapid transformation.
Total elimination of the evolutionary hysteresis would
mean total elimination of historicism and total organiza-
tional restructuring. This, in its final consequence would
lead to the absurdity of the elimination of the category
of time, which supposes a certain continuity in the suc-
cession of changes.

Consequently, the historicism of the organizational
level succession is manifested exactly in the evolutionary
hysteresis. The less A' is deviating from A (based on the
above logical formula), the lower is the rate of the evolu-
tion, i.e. the smaller is the difference between the organi-
zational levels: and inversely, the more A' ≠ A, the faster
is the evolution. The maximum rate of evolution, as
emphasized already several times by the author, is that of
man. (DETRE 1983, 1984, 1993a–b)

In the course of evolution, on the long run, everything
may result from almost everything, e.g. Man emerged
from Protozoa. However, the emergence of higher organi-
zational systems of more complicated structure the possi-
bility of “something becoming something else” turns ever
increasingly narrower, due to the increasing “burden” of
tradition, as a result of evolutionary hysteresis.
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Evolution is an endless series of life horizons of ever increasing order built on one another in a hierarchic system. The structurally
more and more complicated life horizons more or less define the progess of (evolutionary) development towards higher ranks. So
while the space of progression becomse more confined in each stage the process of progression is accelerating. One could consider
as an analogy the law of communicating vessels. The increasingly complicated sequence of life-horizon structures constitues an obsta-
cle to the process of progression. A branch of the process that cannot fit into the space confined by “dams” will stagnate, diverted
from its original course, as a regressive, reducing process leading to lower-rank life horizons.

The structural regulatory “dams”, which determine decisively the trend and speed of the development, are called “evolutionary
hysteresis” using an expression borrowed from physics.
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Accordingly, the evolutionary hysteresis can be con-
sidered both an interim result and an influencing factor of
the evolutionary process.

If the transforming evolutionary dynamism did not
exist the hysteresis would grow in a continuous, monoto-
nous manner. Evolutionary dynamism, however, performs
differentiated transformation.

The evolutionary dynamism appears in the very fact
that the structure is transformed and differentiated to lower
and lower organizational levels. The stronger the evolu-
tionary dynamism is, the “deeper” are the levels the trans-
formation dynamism reaches. Evolutionary dynamism
increases towards the higher rank of order, and decreases
towards the lower levels of organization.

Accordingly, in the direction of progress:
C > B > A

It is also accompanied by an increase in the transform-
ing-differentiating dynamism, i.e.

(C''' – C'') > (B''' – B'') > (A''' – A'')
That is, the higher the level of transformation, the

greater  the transformation. This accounts for the acceler-
ation of evolution towards the higher levels.
Transformation is the adjustment to the level of the trans-
forming agent. The transformation resolves the rigid
blocks of constantly accumulating hysteresis that are the
obstacles of progressive evolution (Fig. 3).

In the course of progressive evolution the dynamism of
increasing transformation and differentiation is expressed
by the dialectical principle of P. TEILHARD DE CHARDIN
which says: The real union differentiates the elements
which it had brought together. The process of differentia-
tion-transformation takes place selectively: it is the
strongest at the penultimate stage, i.e. C's entering differ-
entiates B the most decisively, and A is influenced to a
lesser extent:

(C – B) > (B – A)
The extent of successive difference among the index

levels C, B, and A, would, in fact, express the quantifica-
tion of the rate of evolution. However, the unified exact
mathematical modelling of the rate of evolution would be
an extremely speculative idea, and it may even lead to a
kind of Pythagorean mysticism of numbers.

The emerging higher and higher organizational levels
do not come out of nothing (“ex nihilo nihil fit”), and do
not appear as absolute novelties, but are activated from a
latent potentiality. The stronger the activation dynamics is,
i.e. the deeper past is raised to a higher level, the greater is
the dynamic advance. The humanization process is the
most typical example. From the biological organization
level a higher social level develops, emerging on the basis
of primitive animal habitus, like the Primates. (see
TEILHARD DE CHARDIN 1955, SIMPSON 1961a–b).

As it has been described (DETRE 1982a–b, 1983, 1984,
1992) the higher the organizational level considered, the
longer is the latent evolutionary period. A prerequisite of
the emergence of a considerably higher organizational

level is a long “incubation” period, the “pains”, i.e. in J.
Böhme's term the “Qual” (see DETRE 1993a–b). The
length of the latent period or incubation, the intensity of
the “Qual”, is determined by the degree of difficulty to
overcome the accumulated hysteresis.

This means that the successive organizational levels
originate from lower and lower levels. Let us mark the lev-
els of the latent ancestors by letters of the Armenian
alphabet:

= A,
= B,
= G (the third letter of the Armenian alphabet).

The dynamism of latency can be modelled with the fol-
lowing formula:

then
)

That is, the evolutionary dynamism is the factor that
removes in a preserving manner the accumulated evolu-
tionary inertia, dissolves the “rigid blocks” obstruncting
the progression. As a result, the system achieves a higher
organizational level.

The discretional stages of the process of progressive
evolution representing the evolutionary dynamism are just
the stages of the passage between the “rigid blocks”. The
continuity of progression is not broken up (hindered) on
these blocks. Progression goes on in a selective way, and
in the next stage, within narrower limits, it is accelerated.

The part of the evolutionary dynamism repelled by the
“rigid blocks” represents the process of regression. This
concerns those beings for which there is no way open to
emerge to a higher level, and which have started the
return, by the way of regression, towards the lower orga-
nizational levels.

This route, however, is never the reiteration of any pre-
vious stage of the progression. This is the essence of
Dollo's so called law of irreversibility. The accumulating
hysteresis, visualized by the rigid blocks, represents, in
fact, fully achieved, already unalterable determination, sit
venia verbo: “predestination”.

Due to the growing hysteresis the paths of evolution
become ever narrower. However, the rate of evolution, just
as the movement of liquid in the case of communicating
vessels, is accelerated when passing among the “rigid
blocks”. From the ontological point of view, the faster pro-
gressive process in a narrower “channel” serves as a sym-
bol of the intensive interaction of the more co-evolutive
systems. The bigger “rigid block” closes the “channel” of
progression, the greater is the acceleration (Fig. 3). These
large scale accelerations produced the events of evolution,
such as the emergence of mankind, and previously the
appearance of life on the Earth.

Consequently, the evolution is determined “from
below”. The advancement of evolution is secured by the
interaction between the continuously growing hysteresis
and the  evolutionary dynamism.

→ A; → B; → C etc.

(C– ) > (B– ) > (A–



Fig. 1. Logical scheme of the succession of organizational levels
N. Noosphere: A+A B

∞Σn (the recent highest organization level), D. Direction of progressive evolution (infinite process)

1. ábra. A szervezõdési szintek egymásutániságának logikai vázlata
N. A tudati szféra: A+A B

∞Σn (az elért legmagasabb szervezettségi szint), D. A progresszív evolúció iránya (végtelen folyamat).

Fig. 2. The scissors of the evolutionary dynamism
2. ábra. Az evoluciós dinamizmus „ollója”

Fig. 3. The role of the accumulated hysteresis in the rate of progressive and regressive evolution
1. Progression, 2. Regression, R. “Rigid block” (accumulated hysteresis)

3. ábra. A felhalmozódott hiszterézis szerepe a progresszív és regresszív evolúció sebességének meghatározásában
1. Fejlõdés, 2. Visszafejlõdés, R. „Merev tömb” (halmozott hiszterézis)
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Az evolúció a hierarchikusan egymásra épülõ magasabb és magasabb rendû létszintek kiépülésének végtelen sorozata. A struk-
turálisan mind bonyolultabb létszintek a fejlõdés (evolúció) progresszív, a magasabbrendûség felé vezetõ folyamatának lehetõségét
mindinkább beszûkítik, egyre nagyobb mértékben determinálják. Így a beszûkülõ progressziós térben — mintegy a közlekedõ
edények analógiája szerint — a progresszió folyamata felgyorsul. Az egyre bonyolultabbá váló, egymásra épülõ létszint-struktúrák
gátként („merev tömbként”) állnak szemben a progresszió folyamatával. A progresszió folyamatának az az ága, amelyik nem jut be
a gátak által beszûkített térbe, a gátakról visszaverõdve regresszív, leépülõ, az alacsonyabb létszintek felé vezetõ folyamatként foly-
tatódik.

A fejlõdés irányát és sebességét döntõen meghatározó, történetileg meghatározott struktúrális szabályozó gátakat a fizikából köl-
csönzött kifejezéssel élve evolúciós hiszterézisnek nevezzük.




